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Abstract

An important consideration in the design of a detector that is to be used at the
Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) is the response of the calorimeter to electromagne-
tic and hadronic particles and the equality of those responses for different types of
particles at equal incident energies, i.e. cornpcnsation. However, as the simulations that are
reported show, the compensation characleristics of a calorimeter can be seriously
compromised over a relatively short period of time due to the large radiation levels that
areexpecte.xlin the SSC environment.

1.Introduction

As hasbeen suggestedinpreviousreportsand atpastconferences,a calorimetertobe
used at the SuperconductingSuper Collidershould have an equal response to
electromagneticand hadronicparticles,iftheyarcofthesame energy.Ifthisisthecase
thecalorimeterissaidtobc compensatingand thecalorimeterconsideredinthisstudyis

of the compensatingtype.In orderto achievecompensation,variouscombinationsof
passiveand activemedia have been used.Plasticscintillatorincombinationwithuranium
orleadcanachievethisdesiredrczult.

The detectorsattncSSC willhave tooperateina hostileradiationenvironmentthat

. has so far not been explored at previous or current accelerators. Therefore, the long term
effects of exposure to radiation are unknown. However, as has been shown at this
conference, plastic scintillator does experience a degradation of its output signal when
exposed to the radiation doses that are equivalent to what is expected at the SSC[II. lt
has also been shown that the signal output of the scintillate; does not fully recover with-
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Fig. 1. The CALOR89 Code System



annealing. This implies that the response of the calorimeter will change as a function of
time. To determine r,qw the detector response will change is the object of this study.

2. Method

To determine how the response of a calorimeter changes when exposed to radiation
doses expected at the SSC, a simple genetic slab calorimeter has been simulated using the
CALOR89 system of programs. CALOR8912] consists (Fig. 1) of four primary programs
(HETC8813], SPECT89, EGS4[4], and MORSE[5] or MICAP[6]) plus their ancillary
routines and a final analysis program. HETC.88 is used to generate and transport the
hadronic panicles through the calorimeter, while SPECT89 does the energy deposition of
the hadrons in the calorimeter. EG$4 is used for the transport and energy deposition of
the electromagnetic particles in the calorimeter. MORSE or MICAP is used to transport
neutrons that are below 20 MeV. The output of each of these programs (SPECT89,
EGS4, MORSE or MICA.P) is then used in the final analysis program.

The unit cell of the calorimeter under investigation consists of a 4mm thick lead sheet,
followed by a 1mm thick sheet of plastic scintillator. The lead and plastic scintillator
sheets were 2m by 2m. This unit cell is then repeated 300 times for a total calorimeter
depth of 150eta. This particular configuration of active and passive media turns out to be
mildly compensating with an e/h value of 1.05 in the energy range 2 - 20 GeV. To
simulate the hadronic and electromagnetic panicles entering the SSC calorimeter from 20
TeV p-p collisions, incident 10 GeV negative pions and electrons properly normalized are
used.
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Fig 2a. Electron shower depth profile.The unshadedhistogramis the originalprofile,while the shaded
histogramis the resultant profile aher 5 years at 10 Megarads/yearat 1% signal ioss/Megarad/yeardone
geometrically(seetext),
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Fig. 2b) The unshaded histogram is the original hadronic signal, while the shaded represents the resultant
signal after 5 years at 10 Mcgarads/year at 1% signal loss/Megarad/year. Fig 2c) Similar histograms for the
combined signal• The shaded histograms in b) and c) have be,cn done geometrically.

In the analysis programs, an average energy depth profile was calculated for the pions
and the electrons. As can be clearlyseen in the unshaded histogram in Fig. 2a, the
electrons deposit almost all of their energy in the first 25cm of the calorimeter, whereas
the pions(Fig. 2b) more uniformly deposit their energy throughout the calorimeter. From
these respective profiles, a combined profile was obtained by adding one-third of the
electron signal at a given depth to two-thirds the given pion signal at the same depth. It is



assumed that two-thirds of the energy entering the calorimeter at the SSC will be hadronic,
while one-third will be electronic. The combined profile is shown in Fig. 2c.

As has been reported by others[II, the radiation dosage is not uniform in
pseudo-rapidity. To take this into account, the plastic scintillator has been degraded by
three different dosage rates, 5 Megarads per year, 10 Megarads per year, and 15 Megarads
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Fig 3. e/h evolution for a) linear degradation, and

b) geometric degradation.
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per year. These dosages correspond to pseudo-rapidities that are values of 3 and larger.
In addition, as has been reported at this conference, the degradation factor for plastic
scintillator varies depending upon the type of scintillator used. Therefore, the plastic
scintillator signal has been degraded by three different values, 0.2% net loss of signal per
Megarad per year, 0.5% net loss, and 1.0% net loss. The time degradation of the
scinitillator was carried out in two different ways. 1) A linear loss of signal: Effectively this
means that the degradation builds up linearly with time, eventually reaching 100% for one
particular ease; and 2) A geometric loss of signal: This means the resultant signal is a
percentage of the previous signal. The first method of course is the more severe ease.

The peak of the combined distribution signal corresponds to the maximum dosage per
year, and the other bins are accordingly sealed in dosage. The shaded histograms in Fig. 2
represent the resultant signals after an exposure of 10 Megarads per year for 5 years at a
degradation factor of 1% done geometrically. As is readily seen, the electron signal is
appreciably degraded, whereas the pion signal is hardly affected.This leads to a decrease
in the value of e/h as a function of time.

In Fig 3a, the e/h evolution is presented as a function of time for a degradation factor
of 1% done linearly for the three different dosage rates. As can be seen, e/h rapidly
degrades for a dosage rate of 15 Megarads. After a period of two years, e/h has fallen
from an initial value of 1.05 to values of 0.98, 0.92, and 0.86 for the dosage rates of 5, 10,
and 15 Megarads, respectively. Therefore depending on the exact dose rate, the
compensation characteristics have decreased by as much as 17% within two years. In Fig.
3b, the e/h evolution is given for geometric degradation. Here e/h has fallen to 0.99, 0.93,
and 0.&g after two years, again for the same dose rates. Though not as bad as the linear
assumption, the geometric case still shows a 15% decrease in compensation due to the

o plastic scintillator degradation.

3. Conclusions

As have been shown by the simulation studies, the compensation characteristics of a
calorimeter that is part of a detector to be operated at the SSC will be severly degraded
as a function of time due to the radiation doses encountered at the SSC. Our estimate
that the plastic scintillator will recover to 99% of its signal output is currently
over-optimistic. It therefore would seem that for a calorimeter to be useful, it will have to
have design features that will enable the experimenters to quickly and easily replace the
forward sections of the calorimeter, unless sufficiently radiation hardened plastic
scintillator becomes available.
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